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	Date: May, 2019
	Text2:   Thank you for your prayers for our Trustees' meeting on 9th April.  During the meeting we discussed and prayed about the continuing lack of provision of funds for the Zong Project and asked questions about its timing and scope. Seeking to balance our belief that God will provide for His will to be done at the right time with our legal responsibilities as Trustees and the need to be fair to the local people working with us at the ports, we prayerfully set a deadline of 30th June. By then, for the project to continue as currently defined we will need to have 100% of the outstanding £135,000 funding in place, or firm commitments made. If sufficient funding is not received by that date, an alternative plan will be discussed at the next meeting. This will include the already agreed provision of a portable exhibition and willingness to offer MJR speakers for local events. Also shared at the meeting was a reminder that the vision of MJR is about acknowledgment of and addressing the issues of legacy from colonial slavery and industrial oppression as the first steps towards justice and reconciliation. The Zong project is a means towards that vision, but it is not itself the vision.  It was felt there is a need to recalibrate accordingly and that the original MJR vision should be revisited at the next MJR Trustees' meeting to consider whether we need to reassess our strategy, perhaps concentrating on smaller projects to build firm foundations? Asking if we need to address the wider issue of publicity for the issue and our vision? Reflecting whether we need to be more active in engaging on issues in the news and pointing to a legacy element (e.g. knife crime, Windrush scandal, over/under representation in prison, mental illness, top-jobs etc).
	Prayer Focus: Please continue to pray for the Zong Project, particularly for the deadline and possible outcomes outlined above. We give thanks for a further recent donation of £10,000 which the Trustees see as an encouragement, but recognize that there is still a long way to go.Pray for the Trustees who will be approaching possible specific sources of funding over the next few weeks and that others will be stirred to help. Pray too that we will keep our focus on the higher truth that it is God's provision and timing that we are reliant on.Communication Strategy. We give thanks also for another £10,000 donation given specifically for our publicity. As a national organisation, we (and more importantly the issues we seek to be addressed) currently have very little publicity or visibility. So we are actively looking to engage a consultant in both traditional media and social media who will give us the expertise we lack in getting the issues and related stories out into the public arena for debate. We have been put in contact with several individuals with whom we are following up. Please pray for God's clear guidance that we find the right person to come alongside us in this vital area. Obviously one aspect of MJT that would benefit would be the Zong Project (it's the same principle as Roman 10:14 "How shall they believe if they have not heard?")The 200th Anniversary of the Peterloo Massacre, arguably the most important event in Manchester's history and with great national significance and legacy for working people, will be commemorated this summer. MJR has been involved in planning an inter-faith civic service in Manchester Cathedral at 2pm on Sunday 7th July. There will be themes of Penitence (acknowledgment that church leaders were complicit in the original atrocity), Reconciliation and a fresh commitment to Justice and Equality. Give thanks that plans for the service are progressing well. Pray for the next stages of planning and that the service will have an impact and play a full and measured part in the wider programme of events and activities. Give thanks for good contacts which have been made with groups such as Manchester Histories, the Portico Library and the People's Museum. Pray that they can be built on for a future visit by the Zong. 


